Luxury Office Christmas Tree Hire
WORKPLACE has selected a beautiful
range of Christmas decorations, enabling
you to choose from a range of styles that
will compliment your company’s brand
identity.
We supply both real and artificial trees from 5ft for a small reception area to 15ft
trees for business parks and Head Office
locations.
Our festive services includes delivery,
decoration, removal and recycling of
your office Christmas tree.

We will deliver your Nordmann Fir (nondrop premium tree) or artificial Christmas
tree to your office, hand decorate it with
hundreds of white lights and luxury glass
baubles and shapes, then remove and
recycle it in January.

Premium Nordmann Fir or Artificial Tree?
At WORKPLACE, we always recommend
having a real tree, which is why we only
used the highest quality live trees that will
not drop their needles, even after they
have dried out.
Real trees are also almost completely
carbon neutral, and any waste will be
broken down and re-used via our
collection & recycling program.
However; we understand that sometimes
a real tree is not always practical for your
workplace, so we also invest in high
quality artificial trees up to 10 foot, which
come complete with stand and are fully
decorated.

What size Christmas Tree do I need?
WORKPLACE offer artificial trees from 6-10
foot, and real trees from 5-15 foot.
We would always recommend measuring
the height of you workplace, but most of
our clients find a 7-8 foot tree fits nicely.
We can provide interior and exterior trees
for the real wow factor for your staff and
visitors.
Please review our variable price list and
contact us for an exact quote.

We offer discounts for multiple orders, as
well as early orders.
If you are interested in any of the
Christmas services we offer, or would like
some more information, Contact Us Here

Overall Height (Approx.)

Rental Price

6ft ‘Value’ Decorated Low-Drop Tree

From £305

6ft Decorated Low-Drop Tree

From £355

7ft Decorated Low-Drop Tree

From £445

8ft Decorated Low-Drop Tree

From £535

10ft Decorated Low-Drop Tree

From £785

12ft Decorated Low-Drop Tree

From £1,125

15ft (*excl. costs of Cherry Picker, if required)

From £1,690

6ft Artificial Fire Retardant Tree on Stand

From £335

8ft Artificial Fire Retardant Tree on Stand

From £500

10ft Artificial Fire Retardant Tree on Stand

From £715

What colours do WORKPLACE offer?
You can mix and match the colours in any combination to complement your brand,
but we would not recommend having more than 4.
Your options are:


Gold



Black



Red



Green



Silver



Lime Green



Blue



Pink



Purple/lilac



White



Clear



Turquoise



Orange



Harlequin (mixed colours)



New England/Scandinavian

Extra Sparkle
As well as stunning Christmas trees, we
also offer a range of festive decorative
extras for when space is at a premium.
These include:


Christmas garlands



Decorative bowls



Wreaths



Parcel stacks



Table centres



Festive birch displays

If you are interested in any of the Christmas
services WORKPLACE offer, or would like some
more information please contact us directly.
We offer discounts for multiple orders, as well
as early orders.
services@workplacesolutions.co.uk
Tel. 0844 561 1760

